CDR WITNESS STATEMENT

Statement of:

This statement (consisting of
page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated anything in it, which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

Signature:

About
accident
About

time

Date:

on

day

date

on

day

date

.
time

date closing report
Date:
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year

we were notified to the report of an incident on the

year , I attended the

took a number of photographs of a

brand / model ,

were saved to a master disc. This disc forms exhibit

location of the

location where the investigation is held

license Plate ,

VIN

and

registration (exhibit no.

that disc, have been prepared into an album that I produce as an exhibit, labelled

where I

mileage . These images

). The images contained on

registration (exhibit no.

)..
I am aware that

brand / model

has equipped airbag modules, since

year , with EEPROM for the storage of

EDR data. Event Data Recorders (EDR) are devices installed in motor vehicles to record technical vehicle and
occupant information for a brief period of time (seconds, not minutes) before, during and after a crash. EDRs are
devices which record information related to an ‘event’.

Signature

)

Page no. 1
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Continuation of statement of

Name

Bosch Corporation’s Crash Data Retrieval System (CDR)
Bosch Corporation’s Crash Data Retrieval System (CDR) is a tool used to image (taking a mirror copy) data from
an airbag module with an EDR function. This system acts as an interface allowing a PC to be connected to the
Diagnostic Link Connector (DLC) or directly to the airbag module to read the data. Software within the CDR tool
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converts this code into a graphical form that can be easily read. On this occasion the vehicle’s battery and wiring
harness had not been damaged, therefore, the data was extracted through the DLC using the CDR tool.
About

time

on

day

date

year

I imaged data from the vehicle’sAirbag Control Module. The Event

Data Recorder (EDR) data was successfully downloaded with no fault or invalidity codes being present. This data
was saved to a master disc. This disc forms exhibit

registration (exhibit no.

). An image of the data, in the

form of a ‘Crash Data Retrieval’ (CDRxfile) File was recorded, and subsequently from this data, a CDR Report
was generated, which I produce as an exhibit, labelled item

registration

(exhibit no.

). The *.cdrx file

stores data imaged from the control unit. The file is secure and protected against editing.
As a result of analysis of that CDR Report and information made available to me, I have produced a collision
analysis and reconstruction report, which I produce in evidence, as an exhibit, labelled
).

Signature

name

registration (exhibit no.
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Collision Analysis CDR Report
time

on

day

date

year

location of the accident
Internal Reference:

rapport number

Photographic Reference:

doc number

Collision Data Reference:

doc number

Investigating Analyst:

name

Download Technician:

name
name

This report in its entirety is a single exhibit and should not be separated
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1.0 Author’s qualifications and experience
1.1 I have been a

your tittle since

company since

year

year

and have been a member of the police force or

, during which time I have attended and dealt with many and

varied road traffic collisions.
1.2 I hold the following qualifications:•

A Bachelor of Science Degree

•

Certificates in Police Forensic Collision Investigation

•

Certificate in Motor Vehicle Inspection

•

Advanced Automotive Engineer (AAE)

1.3 I am a full member of the following Professional Bodies:•

The EUDARTS-GROUP of CDR Technology

•

The Institute of Traffic Accident Investigators (ITAI)

•

The Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI)

•

The Chartered Society of Forensic Sciences (CSFS)

•

European Association for Accident Research and Analysis (EVU)

1.4 I have attended specialist courses

name of the courses

1.5 I have successfully completed the Bosch / EUDARTS-GROUP approved European
Crash Data Retrieval (CDR) Data Analyst Course of the CDR Operator Certification
(Certified Technician and Analyst). Certification / student number

1

registered www.eudarts-group.com expert page

number

1
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2.0

Basis of this Report

2.1

As an expert witness, I understand that my overriding duty is to the Court.

Expert

evidence will be provided on matters within my expertise, based upon the reconstruction
of the physical evidence and the witness accounts tendered for examination. I
understand that this duty overrides any obligation to the person or organization from
whom I have received instructions.
2.2

I can confirm that I have complied with that duty in writing my report and to the best of
my knowledge that the facts stated are true and the opinions I have expressed are
correct.

2.3

This reconstruction report is based upon the fundamental and acceptable laws of
physics and applied mathematics.

2.4

Any conclusions drawn are my own, it is for the Court to attribute such weight to this
evidence as it sees fit. The conclusions are based upon the evidence made available
and any subsequent investigations performed. Should new evidence become available I
reserve the right to reconsider and alter any conclusions made.
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3.0 Introduction
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3.1 The Bosch Crash Data Retrieval System (Bosch CDR tool) is a proven tool that allows a
Collision Reconstructionist, investigating road traffic collisions, the opportunity to image
crash data parameters from a vehicle that has been in a collision. This crash data, which
is stored in the vehicles airbag control module (ACM), may be used to make informed
decisions about the crash, based on the crash data ‘imaged’ from the vehicle.
3.2 An Event Data Recorder (EDR) is a function installed in the airbag module on a motor
vehicle, to record technical vehicle and occupant information for a brief period in time
(seconds) before, during and after a crash, for the purpose of monitoring and assessing
vehicle safety system performance. This data will be stored in the airbag installed
EEPROM (memory chip). For example, EDR’s may record;

•

Pre-crash vehicle dynamics and system status (i.e. speed, braking)

•

Driver inputs (i.e. steering angle)

•

Vehicle crash signature

•

Restraint usage/deployment status (i.e. occupant presence and seat belt use)

•

Post-crash data (such as the activation of an automatic collision notification
(ACN) system

•
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Delta-V (actual change of velocity that the vehicle undergoes) in the collision
(impact severity)
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4.0 Investigation
It should be noted that the following synopsis is a brief outline or general view of the facts
surrounding this incident.
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4.1 I understand the circumstances of this case to be as follows:
About

time

on

day

collision involved:

date

year

1

brand / model ,

license Plate ,

VIN ,

2

brand / model ,

license Plate ,

VIN ;

3

brand / model ,

license Plate ,

VIN ;

4

brand / model ,

license Plate ,

VIN ;

a collision occurred on the

location

brief description of the collision

Figure 1: view of the scene of the incident

Figure 2: view of the scene of the incident

. The
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4.2 I have been requested, by

name

Airbag Control Module (ACM) of the

, of the

name organization

to examine the

brand / model , to determine if any useful and
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relevant data had been stored relating to this incident.
4.3 At

time

on

day

date

year , I attended the

location where the investigation

is held where I imaged, and subsequently, analysed the data contained in the Airbag
Control Module (ACM) of a

brand / model ,

license Plate ,

VIN .

4.4 In preparation for analysing the imaged data I have reviewed the scene notes, prepared
by

name

prepared by

, of the
name

photographs taken by

name organization , the vehicle examination (mechanical) notes
, of the
name

name organization , as well as the collision scene
, of the

name organization . Witness statements or

interviews have not been made available to me at the time of writing my report.
4.5 My inspection process was structured in 3 stages:
1. Physical vehicle inspection
2. Imaging of ACM data
3. Analysis of ACM data
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Figure 3 – View showing the Bosch CDR Tool connected to the
Link Connector).

Figure 4 – View of the mileage of the

brand / model

brand / model

DLC (Diagnostic
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5.0 Roadway
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5.1 The incident locus was on the

description of the location / roads

.

5.2 Description course of the road or special situation

5.3 This section of road is controlled by a maximum speed limit of
5.4 According to the notes generated by

mph or km/h.

name the weather was fine and the road surface

was dry. The carriageway surface was in a good state of repair, commensurate with its
age and usage. There were no apparent visual defects to the road surface. The
uninterrupted forward visibility of the collision locus, whilst travelling south, is in excess of
some

number

metres. No artificial lighting is found at the scene.
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6.0 Vehicle Examination
6.1 Vehicle details:

brand / model ,
license Plate ,
VIN .
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The vehicle is fitted with a

number

cc

speed manual / auto gearbox, driving the
The vehicle was 1st Registered in
Odometer reading
MOT expires:

date

number

6.2 Prior to my attendance the

6.3

petrol / diesel

front / back / all

country on

wheels.

date .

parts assembly had been removed from the vehicle. The

was mechanically examined by

on

location .

To summarise this examination, the
damage.

number

miles / km .

brand / model
date at

engine, with a

name examener

name

brand / model

, of the

name organization

had sustained

frontal / rear

finds there were no apparent defects present that could

have caused, or contributed, to the collision occurring.

Figure 5 – View showing the damage of the

brand / model .
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6.4 Inspection of the headlamp bulbs showed

no / slight / extensive distortion of the

nearside side lamp indicating the sidelights were on at the time of the impact. Inspection
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of the rear brake lights showed

no / slight / extensive distortion of the filaments

indicating the brake lights were on at the time of the impact.

6.5 Examination of the Toyota’s tyres indicates that the vehicle was fitted with
typet yres, all round, size

brand /

size . These tyres are the appropriate original equipment

manufacturer (OEM) size for the vehicle.
6.6 The left front tyre had
left rear tyre had
front tyre had
tyre had

number

number

number

number

mm of tread and was inflated to

mm of tread and was inflated to

mm of tread and was inflated to

mm of tread and was inflated to

number

number

number

number

PSI.

PSI. The

PSI. The right

PSI. The right rear
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7.0

brand / model ,

7.1 The

brand / model

license Plate , Airbag Control Module Data
is equipped with a Supplementary Restraint System (SRS), which

includes an Airbag Control Module (ACM), which also includes an Event Data Recorder
(EDR), storing data in its non-volatile memory. On my attendance the battery was flat.
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There was no damage to the electrical wiring. The ACM, including the wiring harnesses
and plugs were undamaged and intact. The ACM was directly accessed utilising the
Diagnostic Link Connector (DLC) whilst the module was mounted in the vehicle. The
memory where the data is stored, in the ACM, is called EEPROM (Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), and is a stable form of data storage.
7.2 On this ACM ( type ) the EDR can store up to

number

events. The data imaged is a

record of what information the SRS control unit has measured or received on the vehicle
communications bus (CAN bus) at and around the time of crash (see data limitations at
appendix A). An ‘event’ is a collision or other physical occurrence, which causes a trigger
threshold to be met or exceeded. Data from the collision is stored in the ACM as either a
‘non-deployment’ event or a ‘deployment’ event. A ‘non-deployment’ event is a sudden
change in direction and/or rotation of the vehicle that “wakes-up” or “enables” the ACM,
but makes a decision not to deploy any of the safety restraints; for example, hard
braking.
7.3
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“Time to deploy” data elements are related to ‘TimeZero’, which means that they are
subject to when the restraint control algorithm becomes active. This can vary from case
to case and is individual to each crash situation, dependant on the deceleration values.

7.3 The ACM was accessed, using the approved equipment (Bosch CDR Tool, serial #
1422V03367) version

16.xxx , to facilitate the reading of the module. The ACM EDR

data was successfully downloaded with no fault or invalidity codes. An image of the data,
in the form of a ‘Crash Data Retrieval’ (CDRxfile) File was generated, which I produce as
an exhibit, labelled item

number .

This is an encrypted, ‘read-only’, file. If any of the data is changed, the file will not open
and it will state the data has been corrupted.
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8.0 ACM EDR Data Analysis (example Toyota)
8.1 The CDR report file information indicates that there was

number

trigger event(s)

recorded.
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Not commanded

Max deceleration rate

Speed changing by 0.6km/h
Deceleration = 1.6g
Emergency braking is
approx 0.8g

Ignition cycles are not recorded on this Toyota ACM. The deployment record was
complete and the data was locked.
8.2 The airbag system is a Supplementary restraint System (SRS). The primary restraints are
the

mechanical seat belts / the... airbags . This data, accompanied with the observed
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vehicle damage, is indicative of very
maximal

low / high

minimal /

damage to the vehicle body. The acceleration forces applied to the occupant

would have been within the capabilities of the
control.

8.3 Analysis of the deceleration data (pages
changing by

number

mechanical seat belts / the... airbags to

number

deceleration rate was measured at between

8.4

impact forces with

at appendix A) shows the maximum

number

milliseconds, where the speed is

km/h. This equates to a deceleration rate of

number

g.

In order for the airbag to deploy I would expect to see deformation occurring within the
crumple structures, indicating much higher deceleration forces. “Longitudinal Delta-V”
indicates the change in forward speed after establishment of the recording trigger.

Operation name or number (double click)

This does not refer to vehicle speed, and it does not include the change in speed during
the period from the start of the actual collision to establishment of the recording trigger.
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8.5 This ACM records a maximum of 5 seconds of data prior to deployment.

8.6 Analysis of the EDR data registered the speed at the ‘trigger event’ to be 16.2 mph. The
Toyota’s brake switch was reported to be ‘on’ at the trigger point.
8.7 At 4.3 (-4.3) seconds prior to the collision, the Toyota’s speed was reported as
38.5 mph, the accelerator pedal was at 0% (no acceleration applied) depressed and the
brake switch was ‘off’. Toyota records acceleration data in voltage (V), from a sensor,
rather than as a percentage. Zero acceleration pedal is typically 0.78V and 100% is
3.79V.
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8.8 At 3.3 (-3.3) seconds prior to the collision, the Toyota’s speed was reported as
38.5 mph, the accelerator pedal was at 22% depressed and the brake switch was ‘off’.
8.9 At 2.3 (-2.3) seconds prior to the collision, the Toyota’s speed was reported as
38.5 mph, the accelerator pedal was at 0% depressed and the brake switch was ‘off’.
8.10 At 1.3 (-1.3) seconds prior to the collision, the Toyota’s speed was reported as 36 mph,
the accelerator pedal was at 0.0% depressed (no acceleration applied) and the brake
switch from ‘off’ to ‘on’. Braking was applied between 2.3 (-2.3) and 1.3 (-1.3) seconds.
Data was written every 1.0 second therefore, braking could have been applied at 2.29
seconds.
8.11 At 0.3 (-0.3) second prior to the collision, the Toyota’s speed was reported as 26.1 mph,
the accelerator pedal was at 0.0% and the brake switch remains ‘on’.
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8.12 At 0.0 (-0.0) seconds, the trigger event, the Toyota’s speed was reported as 16.2 mph,
the accelerator pedal was at 0.0% and the brake switch remains ‘on’.

9.0 Summary of Facts
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9.1 The Toyota Auris, index number GU10 CGG, was travelling southbound on the A24
Findon Bypass, at Findon, West Sussex, at a speed of 38.5mph (17.21 metres per
second), some 4 seconds before the non-deployment decision of the driver’s airbag.
9.2 All data contained in this CDR report is generated from the information the SRS

control

unit has measured, or received, on the vehicle communication bus at, and around, the
time of the collision. Data should be examined in conjunction with all other available
evidence to give a better understanding of the situation.
9.2

Analysis of the recovered data and the circumstances of this collision indicate that the
recorded data is related to this collision.

9.3

Analysis indicates the speed of the Toyota, at impact with the Ford Fusion, is some
16.2mph (7.24 metres per second) (validation research by NHTSA 2011 (SAE 2012-01-
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0998) suggests the actual Toyota vehicle speed to be within 1.5 mph (17.7mph –
14.7mph).

9.4 Analysis of the maximum deceleration rate (Appendix A - pages 6 & 7 of the Bosch Crash
Data Retrieval File) was measured between 20 to 30 milliseconds, where the speed is
changing by 0.6 km/h, this equates to a deceleration force of -1.6g. This is compared to
emergency braking which would be in the region of -0.8g.
9.5 EDR data indicates that there was braking prior to the impact.
9.6 EDR data indicates that the SRS would not have deployed because the deceleration rate
applied to the occupant of the Toyota was too low.
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11.0 Statement of Truth
In compliance with Lord Woolf report and Part 35 Civil Procedure Rules:"I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in my report are within my own
I have made clear which they are and I believe them to be true,
opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete
Report completed by:
A qualified Investigator.
Dated:

knowledge

and that the

professional opinion." (sic)
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12.0

CDR Glossary of Terms

ACK

Acknowledgment

ACM

Airbag Control Module

ACU

Airbag Control Unit - the Nissan designation for the ACM found in Nissan vehicles

AHR

Active Head Restraint

BMW

Bavarian Motor Works AG vehicles - includes BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce brands

CAN

Controller Area Network

CDR

Crash Data Retrieval

D2M

Direct-to-Module

Daimler

Daimler AG vehicles - includes Mercedes-Benz and smart brands

DLC

Diagnostic Link Connector (also known as Data Link Connector)

DTC

Diagnostic Trouble Code

ECU

Electronic Control Unit

EDR

Event Data Recorder

EPPM

Electronic Pedestrian Protection Module (also see PPM)

ESC

Electronic Stability Control

ESP

Electronic Stability Program

ETC

Electronic Throttle Control

ETR

Engineering Translation Report

FCA
Ford
General Motors
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Fiat Chrysler Automobiles vehicles - includes Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, Jeep, Lancia,
Maserati, RAM and SRT brands
Ford Motor Company vehicles - including Ford, Lincoln and Mercury brands
General Motors Company vehicles (also known as GM) - includes Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Geo,
GMC, Holden, HSV, Hummer, Oldsmobile, Opel, Pontiac, Saab and Saturn brands

GM

General Motors

Honda

Honda Motor Company Ltd. Vehicles - includes Acura and Honda brands

MY

Model Year

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (USA)

Nissan

Nissan Motor Company Ltd. Vehicles - includes Infiniti and Nissan brands

NTSB

National Transportation Safety Board (USA)

OBD II

Onboard Diagnostic system version 2

OE

see OEM

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer (also known as OE) - in the automotive industry, refers to the car manu
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ORC

Occupant Restraint Control - the FCA designation for the ACM found in FCA vehicles

PCM

Powertrain Control Module

PC

Personal Computer

PPM

Pedestrian Protection Module

RCM

Restraint Control Module - the Ford designation for the ACM found in Ford vehicles

ROS

Roll Over Sensor

SDM

Sensing Diagnostic Module - the General Motors designation for the ACM found in General Motors
vehicles

Toyota

Toyota Motor Corporation vehicles - includes Lexus, Scion, and Toyota brands

VIN

Vehicle Identification Number

Volkswagen

Volkswagen Group vehicles - includes Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Volkswagen brands
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13.0 Appendix A - Bosch Crash Data Retrieval File

